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CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
The brain of 23-year-old Lev Zasetsky was damaged from a bullet to
the head in World iffar IL The bullet tore a hole through his tempero,
parietal-occipital lobe, the place in the human brain where higher_order
cognitive and perceptual functions are localized. He survived, but
his memory, sensory perceptions, language, and motor abilities were
severely damaged.

Zasetsky was left with dense retrograde amnesia (the loss of
pre-existing memories) and anterograde amnesia (the loss of the ability
to remember new things). He was unable to read, write, understand
spoken language, manipulate objects, gauge distances, and make simple
inferences that a six-year-old can make. He heard sounds in the absence
of external auditory stimuli (tinnitus). He did not feel that his body was
his ou,n, and he could not locate his own body parts. He did not know
his ou n name, and the right side of everything in his visual field was
n.rissing (right homonymous hemianopsia). yet, Zasetsky was conscious,
perceirin& self-aware, thinking, the owner of his thoughts, and capable
of experiencing things from a single point of view. Without some of
these building blocks, would Zasetsky still have a mind? lust what is a
mind, ii it can be so shattered and yet still manage to maintain a slim
hold on reaiitv?

In this chapter, you will consider some famous theories of the mind
proposed bv philosophers from antiquity to the present. you will also
consider questions about the mind-body problem and personal identity,
as r,,,ell as the question ofu,hether machines can think,
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Diagnosing Zasetsky
"Vain is the word ofa philosopher which does not heal any suffering

of mankind." So said the ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus
(341-270 BCE), expressing the sentiment that philosophy holds no

lasting value if it is not ultimately applicable to issues of illness, well-
being, and healtl-r. Pl.rilosophy has a long and deep involvement with
medicine. Many important philosophels (such as Empedocles, Galen,

lbn Sina, lbn Rushd, Maimonides, and John Locke) have trained and

worked as physicians. What might philosophers of mind have to say

allout a patient, such as Zasetsky? Can phiiosopl-ry at least help to
diagnose the state of Zasetsky's mind?

Abu Nosr ol-Forobit Diognosis

A small part of Zasetsky's mind is broken, but the most important part is

free from the cognitive and perceptual troubles that afflict him because

the mind is immaterial. Such would be the diagnosis of the Islamic
philosopher and neo-Platonist Abu Nasr al-Farabi (ca. 872-950 BCE).

A1-Farabi held that part of the mind is a mirror of the Agent Intellect, or
the mind of God, and has the power to imitate it and eventually identify
u ith it. The Agent Intellect, a perfect being, is a model for the mind's
per:t-ection and the key to its ultimate happiness. According to al-Farabi,

the mind is a mix of higher and Iower forms. The higher forms connect
to the v,orld of unchanging and perfect heavenly intellects, and the lower
forms connect to the world of changing, decaying, and imperfect things.

Al-Farabi identified four parts, or dimensions, of the mind or intellect:
potential, active, acquired, and agent. The potential intellect is the
capacltv to think, which is the baseline condition ofall humans. The

acti\.e intellect, which is the actual act of thinking, varies from one

person to another. According to al-Farabi, thinking is the process of
abstracting universals or forms from the messy flux of particulars that
are delivered by the senses and the imagination. This process does not
depend on the mind's haphazard encounters with the external world
that yield a fragmented and contradictory picture of reality. Rather, the
entire process is guided from above. The Agent Intellect lights up the
world of intelligible forms for finite minds, in the same way that the Sun
illuminates the world and makes things visible.

Divine illumination makes it possible for us to think and orients the
search for knowledge in the right direction. Without this guidance,
we would not even know where to begin, what questions to ask, or
where to look for the important things. The acquisition of knowledge,
however, is an ongoing process that is refined to varying degrees over
the Iife of the individual.
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ls your mind a mirror of
the Agent lntellect, or the

mind of God?
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Figure 5-2

Sc!lpture of lslomic
philosopher lbn SIno
whose "flooiing mon"
lhought experimeni is
designed to show the
complele independence
oflhe mind from lhe
body. lmogine, he writes,
lhot you ore suspended
in oir, deloched lrom
your physicol body, snd
completely isoloied from
ony sensory inpul qnd ony
physicql contocl with things.
You would slill be oble to
conclude thof you exist.
How? You qre lhinking, ond
you ore owore o{ yourself
lhinking. Therefore, you
connot be nolhing oi oll.
To lhink, you hove lo be
somethinq-even if lhis
somelhing is nol moleriol.
50,'/cu con conclude lhot
your mind exisls.

Un l2: Melophysrcs
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Where does this lead? Curiously, it leads to a gradual transcendence
of individual.egocentric boundaries. You become less and less you-the
finite, situated, embodied, imperfect, and psychologically unique self
that you are and more and more like the Agent Intellect. When the
body dies, the personal and highly idiosyncratic memories, desires, and
thoughts that make up "you" are transcended. All that remains is the
active intellect, which forms a union with the other active inteilects in
the universal mind of God, There is no perso nal survlal after death. For
al-Farabi, that is a myth.

Zasetsky's mind is perfectly intact and perfectly functioning. He is
conscious, thinking, self-aware, and self-unified. His brain and sensory
organs are, of course, giving him trouble, but this is a temporary
condition that will pass once the body dies. Such would be the
philosophical diagnosis of the Persian-born Islamic philosopher and
physician Ibn Sina (980-1037), also known by the Latinized name
Avicenna. Ibn Sina adopted some of al-Farabi's philosophy of the mind,
but he retained the concept of an individual immaterial soul; that is, a

soul that exists a[ter the body dies.

Ibn Sina held that the mind, or soul, is a substance that is immortal,
self-conscious, and entirely independent of materiality. Unlike the
physical body and brain, which are corruptible, the mind cannot
decompose, be divided, or degenerate. The mind serves as the
orgar.rizing principle of the body and shows the body the way to moral
and intellectual perfection. The body serves, among other things, to
individuate the mind, to give it boundaries, and to provide it u.ith
images and ideas that it can contemplate when it separates from the
body at death. Your mind, or soul, is a thinking substance both before its
engagement with the material world and afterward, when your bodl and
sense organs die.

Ren6 Descorles' Diognosis

Zasetsky's mind is healthy and whole, and as perfect as the day that it
was created by God. Zasetsky continues to think, reason, and meditate
on the deepest concepts, despite his broken perceptual apparatus anci ihe
confusing stream of sensory information to which he is subjected. Thc
prognosis (at least for Zasetsky's mind) is excellent. Such would be the
diagnosis of the French philosopher and mathematician Rend Descartes
(1596-1650). \)irhy such a favourable prognosis? ,{cccrding to Descartes,
it is because the mind is the most special and unusual thing in the entire
universe. Nothing comes close to its perfection.
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First, the mind is an immaterial thing or a substance, and its entire
purpose is to think, Second, the mind is an absolutely perfect unity;
nothing can rend it apart or diminish it. Third, the mind never stops
thinking, even u,hen the body is asleep or unconscious or in a coma or
sufering from a terrible trauma. Fourth, the mind enjoys a crystal clear
transparency with respect to itself; the mind knows, with the utmost
certainty, what it is and what it is up to-it is self-knowing. Fifth, the
mind is immortal; when the brain and body die, the mind continues to be
and continues to think forever. Sixth, the mind comes hard,wired with
innate ideas about God, being, its own nature as a substance, and deep
mathematical and logical principles; all ofwhich are imprinted on it at
the moment of its creation by God (long before it becomes embodied).
These six characteristics serve as the cognitive equivalent of a homing
signal, pointing the way to the truth. Thus, we will never be completely
lost in our search for truth, and we can never go completely wrong.

The mind possesses all of these unusual characteristics because it is
not the same as the brain. It is not a material thing, and it has none of
the properties of a material thing. (For example, it does not have the
most basic property: extendedness, or taking up space.) Despite its very
special characteristics, the mind can still somehow interact causally with
the brain, sending messages to it and receiving messages from it, all the
while remaining immaterial. Descartes never explained precisely how
this interaction between two such different things is possible. One ofthe
important consequences of Descartes' philosophy of the mind is that the
mind is scientifically invlsible. Since it is not a physical thing, it cannot be
measured, quantified, or subject to experimentation, as a physical thing
can be. There is, therefore, no such thing as the science ofthe mind.

Zasetsky's mind-to-world fit has been critically disrupted due to the
horrific trauma that was sustained by his brain, the instrument of
perception. His primary access to reality and to himself has been
tragically diminished; his sense of self and his continuity as a person has
been almost completely destroyed; and his capacity to reason, reflect, and
know has been reduced to the lowest level imaginable. He still remains
a person) however, because he can-at least to a certain extent-think,
reason, reflect, and care about his future and his past. Zasetsky's
prognosis is poor. The most he can hope for is divine revelation and the
grace ofGod. Such would be the diagnosis ofthe English philosopher and
empiricist John Locke, who also trained a-s a physician.

Figure 5-3
These building blocks
represenl Descortes'
underslonding of the mind.

... I knew that I was a

substance the whole
essence or nature of
which was merely to
think, and which, in
order to exist, needed

no place and depended
on no material thing.
Thus this I, that is, a

soul through which I

am what I am, is entirely
distinct from the body,

and is even easier to

know than the body, and

even if there were no

body, the soul would not
cease to be all that it is.

-Rend 
Descartes
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Let us then suppose the

mind to be, as we sayl

white paper, void of all

characters, without anY

ideas, how comes it to
be furnished: 'Whence
comes it by that vast

store which the busy

and boundless fancy

of man has painted

on it with an almost

endless variety? To this

I answer, in one word,

from experience. In

that all our knowledge

is founded, and from

that it ultimately
derives itself.

-]ohn 
Locke

Chc pier 5, Exploring NieloPh;s,cs

Locke (1632-1704) rejected the innatist theories of the mind' proposed

by Descartes and Gottfried Leibniz. He claimed that the human mind is

a blank slate when it first makes its appearance in the world' Whatever is

in the mind begins with sensory experiences. The loftiest ideas' the most

trivial information, the most amazing thoughts, and the darkest secrets

all have their source in perception. If the external environment rr-as

greatly impoverished, so would be perception and thinking' Similarli 
'

if the instrument of perception (the brain) was greatly diminished br'

disease or iniury, or simply by lack of stimulation, so would its thinking

be diminished. Consider Locke's example from '4;r Essay Concerttit;-2

Hum an Llnderstanding (7689):

o'lf 
a child were kept in a place where he never saw any other but biack

and white till he were a man, he wor"rld have no more ideas oi scar-ler

or green, than he that from his childhood.never tasted an o-l*sttr or a

pine-apple, has of those particular relishes' '

The light bulb hanging from the ceiling in Zasetsky's room does not

morph surreally into a stream ofwater and then a pineapple and then a

frog's eyeball and then an indescribably strange shape lt remains more

or less medium-sized; it does not rapidly shrink to the size of a pinhead

and then expand to the size of a huge helium balloon lt remains more

or less in the middle distance; it does not shift rapidly and unpredictably

from being extremely remote to extremely close up lts colour remains

stable, rather than shifting quickly from green to black to purple The

Iight bulb can be distinguished from the background; it does not blend

inio the background or have fuzzy edges that mask where it ends and

where the background begins. The light bulb does not flicker into and

out of existence; it seems to obey the law of gravity, and it does not dart

bizarrely and unpredictably back and forrh'

Zasetsky does not have two separate and insulated experiences of the

light bulb running simultaneously through his head' He has a stable

point of view, not a constantly shifting point ofview or many concurrent

points of view. Causes do not come after effects, and time does not speed

up, slow down, run backwards, or stop altogether' There is' in other

words, a lot of deep experiential structure and patterning in Zasetsky's

perception of the world. This is because the human mind constitutes the

world and gives meaning and structure to the world

Trauma sustained by the mind's constitutive powers would result

in distortions in the most basic and familiar properties, shapes' and

relations of objects in the world, such as object unity, obiect permanence'
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and obiecr-Propertv binding Zasetsky has lost some ofthe world'

i".r*;.";" of hls reatity-cot'stituting cognitive and perceptual

].-"* n"t" been severely damaged' but he still has enough to {unction'

il;;;^ ,, a ier el 'astly 
belo* *hut h" *ut used to Such would be the

:;-;t of the Prussian philosopher Immanuel K-ant (7724-1804)'

"'r<"uni ,,gu"a ,nut the mind imposes very general forms of space and

a11n., ,na".=ty U"tic logical categories' onto the field of senso,ry data'

;;;'r,i";, .,, ,o 
"*p",:i""t" 

the world spatially and temporally' and as

.rrr"rri*r".r"t"d and populated with obiecis Reality in itself may be

i"rtl,f".""if..- this' it may be non-spatial' non-temporal' non-causal'

anj non-object-like However, we cannot know reality in itselfsince

ive cannot step out of, or suspend' our own constituting activity' Eor

.*..pt", "t"n 
U"iore any particular spatio-temporal object has been

-.."rienced. the mind necessarily, auiomatically' and non-consciously

#r;;;;;i; ;;. ept ot an obiect in general t:ponthe field-of sensorv data'

ilL i, , .o-Pli.uted process, involving the imposition of categories of

'r"tir',-Of"*,ti, 
a,ality, reality, negation' limitation' substance' accident'

."rr" ".a "e".,, 
possibility existeice' and necessity Some but not all of

irr"itf.t', ,putio-i"-po'ai ft'nctions must have been damaged' since his

Ipr,t.-,"-p"*f *orld is fragmented and confusing As a result' some

butnotallofhisabilitiestoimposeCategoriesofobjectpermanenceand

"0,.., ".n, -"" 
have been damaged' since he sometimes experiences

iU;".,t u. f.rg-"nted, d,iscontinuous' and causally disconnected'

Hitherto it has been

assumed that ail our

knowledge must

conform to obiects. But

all attemPts to extend

our knowledge of

ob;ects by establishing

somethjng in regard to

them a priori, bY means

of concePts, have, on

this assumPtion, ended

in failure. Ve must

therefore make trial

whether we maY not

have more success in the

tasks of metaPhYsics, if
we suppose that objects

must conform to our

knowledge.

-lmmanuel 
Kant
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